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Alan Rohrbach

From: ROHR Alert <rohralert@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2016 8:38 AM
To: undisclosed-recipients:
Subject: ROHR TREND ALERT!!

Dear Alert Service Subscriber,
This is a critical short-term view:

As noted of late, the overall soft global economic data remains while US data has improved to
a goodly degree ever since last Thursday morning’s strong US Durable Goods Orders. This
continued into Wednesday afternoon’s reasonably ‘solid’ Fed Beige Book release and the still
weakish offshore data this morning (especially Chinese and UK Services PMI’s and other UK data.)
This reinforces the degree to which the MARCH S&P 500 FUTURE rally extension on Wednesday
was clearly now part of a ‘Goldilocks’ rally: weak offshore data restrains the Fed right into the
improved US economic indications. While this has been true since last week, the reason we
highlighted it yesterday was the Federal Reserve Beige Book release at 13:00 CST.
The continued strength of the equities now appears less a matter of ‘Goldilocks and the Three Bears’
than Goldilocks slays the bears.
Here’s the critical consideration today: The key this morning is still that last Thursday's EQUITIES
strength put the MARCH S&P 500 FUTURE back out above the 1,925-32 resistance, which put the
burden of proof back onto the bears.
As noted on previous occasions, higher resistances were into the interim 1,950 area, and again at
1,958-62 area that was tested Friday morning prior to pulling back. Yet what was the worst the market
could do on Monday? Only a retest of the Negated 1,925-32 resistance. And so it goes in bear market
rallies: they go up when they can’t stay down!!
Out above the interim 1,958-62 area on Tuesday morning it is important to note the next major
resistances are 1,970-75 and 2,010-20. With the MARCH S&P 500 FUTURE now out above the
lower of those, it becomes near term support, especially with Wednesday’s low being only
down to 1,967 that will now be the obvious Tolerance of that support.
That said, there are interim resistance levels at 1,986 (top of gap up to Wednesday January 6th Close
) and the 1,995 bottom of another early January gap. Yet with another relatively upbeat US
Employment report expected Friday, it will likely be hard for it to remain down selloffs in front
of it. There hasn’t even been much of a dip since Monday’s selloff temporarily retested the
1,932-25 area.
[For those of you who are subscribers, see the latest TrendView video analysis and Market
Observations write-up at www.rohr-blog.com for more on the current trend evolution. It is
available to all Gold and Platinum subscribers.]
NOTICE: The Rohr International, Inc. research team or its principals may already have entered
positions or have orders working based on this view.
Thanks for your interest.
This Current ROHR TREND ALERT!! will be available soon via the sidebar at www.rohr-
blog.com for Platinum echelon subscribers.
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